
 

Sunday the 14th of August seen the running of Round 4 of the 
Khanacross series, entries were a little light with only 13 competing on 
the day. The challenge was to mix it up a little and try and get a set of 
different outright winners. Each of the tests was designed to suit a drive 
configuration with trying to achieve a level playing field. And it worked 
somewhat with 3 out of the top 5 being RWD. I am pretty sure all the 
single spinners will be replacing at least 1 tyre before the next round. 
The three tests were run on the bomber and drag strip. 

Class A was taken out by Darren Watkins in his trusty Corolla, the hotly 
contested class B was won by Robert Love a Doughnut Dekker in the 
ever sliding Silvia from Paul Gladman. Andrew Bayley took out class C 
in the tyre smoking Corolla. Ben McKee swapped the Subaru for the 
Escort and took out class D and was also 1st outright. The tyre burning 
200b of Reg Johnson took out H class. In Class I we seen ring in 
Nicholas Charrett in the Escort take out the class and 2nd Outright from 
the Rev Limiter King Mickey Goossens in the Swift who was also 3rd 
outright. Sam Casser took out J1 in the tx3 Laser, watch this kid I give 
you the tip. J2 was taken out by Josh Gay and 6th outright, unsure why 
but when Richard is out of the car it goes quicker? Can anyone answer 
this? The biggest class of the day J3 seen the twins fight it out with 
Chloe Wythe, with Jake Gladman taking the honors from Chloe and 3rd 
in class was Drew. 

I would like to thank Sean Payne for helping to set up and running book 
in, Dave Stewart for timing and scrutineering, Darren Wythe for also 
timing and scrutineering. Wayne Holness for timing and helping with 
Pack up, Mick Goossens for scoring the event and Rod Hall doing the 
paper work. As always it’s a pleasure to direct events and seeing 
members enjoying themselves.  

Thanks Again  

Rd 4 Khanacross director  

Arron Harry Secombe 

  

	


